
Property reference number AG136141

Gorgeous Penthouse Apartment in Kreuzberg, 2 Roof Terraces, Furnished

short-term rental

apartment

Rent incl. add. costs

1.800,00 EUR per Month

Living space ca.

85,00 qm

Number of rooms

2,5

Available from

31.01.2025

Other dates

District Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg

Deposit 3.000,00 EUR

Floor 4.Floor

Available until Open-ended

Minimum rental length 90 days

Maximum number of tena..3

Smoking / Nonsmoker Not Applicable

Balcony yes

Elevator Yes

Garden No

Facilities

- flooring material

- floor boards - parquet

- tiles

- kitchen

- with dishwasher - fitted kitchen

- open-plan kitchen

- type of heating

- central heating system

References

Please read our Notes on currency conversion

under http://www.homecompany.de/en/currency-info

Website synopsis

http://berlin.homecompany.de/en/object/AG136141

Description

This modern and brandnew apartment is located in the centre of lovely

Kreuzberg, and it offers a striking interior plus two wonderful terraces

and all kinds of amenities. The Bedroom is adjacent to one of the

terraces and offers doublebed and an en suite bathroom (bathtub).

Bright study with large windows, guest toilet. Livingroom adjacent to

the modern kitchen. Access to the second terrace by the kitchen's spiral

stairs. Wonderful view onto the green neighbourhood and the gorgeous

complex.

Highly desirable Kreuzberg neighbourhood, state of the art features,

brandnew. Only 5 minutes walking distance to U6 Platz der Luftbrucke,

absolutely quiet yet centrally located. Various shops, restaurants and

coffee shops within easy walking distance. Only a moment away from

popular Bergmannstr.

360 panoramic view:

https://tour.feelestate.com/view/portal/id/VV511
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bed

sleeping couch

plank floor
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american kitchenparquet flooring
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dryer

central heating
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eat in kitchen

comfortable
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